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Abstract.-Mildlydeleteriousmutationhas been invokedas a leadingexplanationfora diversearrayof observations
in evolutionarygeneticsand molecularevolutionand is thoughtto be a significant
risk of extinctionfor small
populations.However,muchof the empiricalevidenceforthe deleterious-mutation
processderivesfromstudiesof
Drosophila melanogaster,some of which have been called into question.We review a broad arrayof data that
collectivelysupportthe hypothesisthatdeleteriousmutationsarise in fliesat rate of about one per individualper
withtheaveragemutation
state.Empiricalevidence
generation,
decreasingfitness
byaboutonly2% in theheterozygous
frommicrobes,plants,and severalotheranimalspecies providefurther
have
supportfortheidea thatmostmutations
onlymildlydeleteriouseffectson fitness,and severalotherspecies appearto have genomicmutationratesthatare
of the orderof magnitudeobservedin Drosophila.However,thereis mountingevidencethatsome organismshave
lower thanone per individualper generation.These lower
genomicdeleteriousmutationratesthatare substantially
ratesmaybe at leastpartiallyreconciledwiththeDrosophiladata by takingintoconsideration
thenumberof germline
overthepropertiesof spontaneousmutations,
cell divisionsper generation.To fullyresolvetheexistingcontroversy
of mutational
effectsand theextent
a numberof issues need to be clarified.These includetheformof thedistribution
andgeneticbackgroundandthecontribution
ofbasic biologicalfeatures
to whichthisis modifiedbytheenvironmental
in the genomicmutationrate. Once such
such as generationlengthand genome size to interspecific
differences
is available,it shouldbe possibleto make a refinedstatement
information
aboutthelong-term
impactof mutationon
of humanpopulationssubjectto relaxedselectionresultingfrommodernmedicalprocedures.
thegeneticintegrity
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Mildly deleterious mutationhas been invoked as a leading
explanation for a remarkablydiverse arrayof biological phenomena. For example, in the field of evolutionary genetics,
such mutations are thought to be involved in the determination of the magnitude of inbreedingdepression (Morton et
al. 1956; B. Charlesworth et al. 1990; D. Charlesworth and
B. Charlesworth 1987; D. Charlesworth et al. 1992; Deng
and Lynch 1996), the maintenance of genetic variation for
fitnessby selection-mutationbalance (Haldane 1937; Kondrashov and Turelli 1992; Houle et al. 1997a; B. Charlesworth
and Hughes, in press), the degeneration of Y chromosomes
(B. Charlesworth 1991; Rice 1994), and the evolution of
ploidy level (Kondrashov and Crow 1991; Perrotet al. 1991),
mating system (Lande and Schemske 1985; Pamilo et al.
1987; Kondrashov 1988; Lynch et al. 1995a), species range
(Kawecki et al. 1997), recombination frequency (Charlesworth 1990), and senescence (Hamilton 1966; Partridgeand
Barton 1993; Charlesworth and Hughes 1996). In the field

of molecular evolution, deleterious mutationshave been held
responsible for the deviations of patternsof variation from
the neutral expectation (Kimura 1983; Ohta 1992), the fate
of gene duplicates (Li 1980; Walsh 1995; Force et al. 1999),
the distributionof transposable elements (B. Charlesworthet
al. 1992), the maintenance of codon bias by selection-mutation balance (Bulmer 1991; Akashi 1995), and levels of
nucleotide diversity in various regions of the genome
(Charlesworth et al. 1993, 1995; Hudson and Kaplan 1995;
Lynch and Blanchard 1998). The accumulation of mildlydeleterious mutationsby random genetic driftis also thoughtto
be a significantrisk of extinction for small populations of
endangered species (Lynch et al. 1993, 1995a,b; Lande 1994)
as well as a potential threatto the genetic well-being of our
own species (Muller 1950; Crow 1993b, 1997; Kondrashov
1995). This focus on mildly deleterious mutation as a unifyingexplanation for a broad arrayof evolutionaryphenomena is due in large part to the now classical experimentsof
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Mukai and colleagues (Mukai 1964, 1979; Mukai et al. 1972)
and subsequent work by Ohnishi (1977a,b,c). Their studies
involved specially constructedlines of Drosophila nmelanogaster thatallowed the prolonged propagation of single nonrecombinantchromosomes. Startingwith replicate lines containing identical copies of a single ancestral chromosome,
afteronly a few dozen generations the mean viability of the
lines had declined substantiallyand the variance among lines
had increased dramatically.Similar resultswere subsequently
obtained by Houle et al. (1992, 1994a), althoughquantitative
comparison with the earlier results was made difficultby the
contamination of a control line (Houle et al. 1994b). The
observed patternsof line divergence in these experimentsare
compatible with a diploid genomic deleterious mutationrate
on the order of 0.6 per generation or larger and average homozygous effects of mutations on viability on the order of
5% or less (reviewed in Simmons and Crow 1977; Crow and
Simmons 1983; Lynch et al. 1995b). Because viabilityis only
one componentof fitness,these resultssuggest an even higher
genomic rate of deleterious mutationfor total fitness(Fry et
al. 1998), and becaue most mutationshave mildlydeleterious
effects,these are precisely the conditions that can fosterthe
accumulation of a significantmutation load by random genetic drift.
The validity of this classical interpretationof the Drosophila experiments has recently been questioned, with
doubts being raised as to whether the genomic deleterious
mutationrate is anywherenear as high and the average fitness
effectsanywherenear as low as suggested. The criticismhas
come from three directions. First, Keightley (1994, 1996)
and Garcia-Dorado (1997; Garcia-Dorado and Marin 1998;
Garcia-Dorado et al. 1998) have reanalyzed the data of Mukai
and Ohnishi, employing two new statisticalapproaches. The
results of these studies conflict with each other,as well as
with the classical interpretation,
in several respects. Second,
two new mutation-accumulationexperimentswith flies (Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul 1996; Gilligan et al. 1997), which
are quite differentin design fromthose of Mukai and Ohnishi,
have apparentlyfailed to obtain the magnitude of fitnessdecline anticipated by the earlier studies, although two additional studies (Shabalina et al. 1997; Fry et al. 1999) obtained
results thatare in some ways quite compatible with the classical interpretation.Third, recent estimates of the genomic
deleterious mutation rate in other organisms (Kibota and
Lynch 1996; Keightley and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and
Lynch 1999; Schultz et al., unpubl. ms.) have been lower
than those for flies, suggesting that the Drosophila results,
even if valid, may not be entirelygeneralizable to other species.
Given the potentially broad implications of the fitness
properties of spontaneous deleterious mutation,our goal is
to provide a critical and comprehensive overview of the existing data. We will startby considering some of the more
traditionalattemptsto quantify the mutabilityof polygenic
charactersin termsof the variationproduced by mutationand
thenconsider the special empirical and analytical approaches
employed by Mukai and Ohnishi to elucidate the relative
contributionsof mutationrates and effectsto mutationalvariance. These overviews will be followed by a summary of
more recent empirical results obtained with microcrusta-

ceans, nematodes, and plants. We will then consider the distribution-based analytical approaches of Keightley (1994,
1996) and Garcia-Dorado (1997; Garcia-Dorado and Marin
1998; Garcia-Dorado et al. 1998) and the recent Drosophila
studies, following thisby a broad overview of additional data
bearing on the propertiesof spontaneous mutation.We conclude by arguing that a high (on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 per
individual per generation) genomic mutation rate to mildly
deleterious mutations is a common feature of multicellular
eukaryotes, discussing some empirical approaches that
should help clarify our understandingof the fitnessconsequences of mutations, and considering the potential implications of the existing data for the situation in humans.
Before proceeding, a definitionof the types of mutations
that we will be considering is in order. A lethal mutationis
one that in the homozygous state reduces individual fitness
to zero, whereas deleterious mutations have milder effects
and neutral mutationshave no effecton fitness.Because the
distributionof mutationaleffectsis continuous, it is difficult
to objectively subdivide the class of deleterious mutations
any further,although mutationsthat reduce fitnessto within
a few percent of zero are oftenreferredto as sublethals. Our
concern will be withthe full spectrumof mutationswithmild
enough effects that there is some chance for their eventual
fixation in small populations; effectively,this includes all
mutations that reduce fitness by 25% or less. Deleterious
mutationswhose selection coefficientsare much less thanthe
reciprocal of the effective population size (<< 1/Ne) have
dynamics thatare nearlyentirelygovernedby randomgenetic
driftand various authorsreferto them as effectivelyneutral,
whereas mutationswith selection coefficientson the orderof
1/Neare influencedby the joint forces of selection and drift
and are often referredto as nearly neutral or very slightly
deleterious. Because effective population sizes differ by
many orders of magnitude among species and throughtime,
the bounds on these latter classes of mutations are species
specific. Because the absolute fitness effects of effectively
neutral and nearly neutral mutations are still at least mildly
harmfulto their bearers, we regard them as contributorsto
the deleterious pool, although their contributions may be
small depending on theirrelative incidences.
MUTATIONAL

HERITABILITY

The mutational variability of a quantitative trait is expressed by the per generation rate of input of new genetic
variance, a2,, (Lande 1975; Lynch 1988; Houle et al. 1996),
generally referredto as the mutational variance. The most
common method of estimation of mutational variance is a
divergence experimentin which initiallygeneticallyidentical
replicate lines are propagated fromgeneration to generation
throughextremebottlenecks. Such propagation typically involves single full-sibling matings in outcrossing species or
single-progeny descent in organisms capable of self-fertilization or clonal reproduction. Through periodic assays of
the lines in a common environment,ideally with a parallel
control, the rate of increase in the among-line variance can
be used to estimate a2,,I. A simple way to see this is to consider a small inbred line with effectivesize N. Letting U be
the diploid genomic mutation rate, the expected number of
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in Drosophila
1. Estimatesof themutational
heritability
coefficient
of variation(CV,,,)forvariouscharacters
(h-,)and mutational
melanogaster.Standarderrorsof mean estimatesare givenin parentheses.WhereHoule et al. (1996) and Lynchand Walsh (1998) are
givenas references,
thereare numerousprimaryreferencesunderlying
thepooled estimates.
TABLE

Character

CV,,

'2

Morphologicaland physiologicalcharacters:
Abdominalbristlenumber
0.0035
bristlenumber
Sternopleural
0.0043
Ethanolresistance
0.0009
Wingdimensions
0.0020
Body weight
0.0047
Thoraxlength
0.0002
0.0022
Enzymeactivities
0.0025 (0.0006)
Average
traits
Life-history
0.0035
Longevity
0.0002
Egg-to-adultviability(competitive)
0.0007
Viability(noncompetitive)
Male matingactivity
0.0006
Ovariolenumber
0.0005
Productivity
0.0022
Fitness
0.0013 (0.0005)
Average

Reference

0.0024
0.0043
0.0015
0.0014
0.0017
0.0005
0.0005
0.0018 (0.0005)

Lynchand Walsh (1998), Houle et al. (1996)
Lynchand Walsh (1998), Houle et al. (1996)
Weberand Diggins (1990)
Santiagoet al. (1992)
Clarket al. (1995)
Wayneand Mackay (1998)
Clark et al. (1995)

0.0195
0.0209
0.0065
0.0289
0.0025
0.0219
0.0415
0.0202 (0.0050)

Pletcheret al. (1998)
Ferndndezand L6pez-Fanjul(1997)
Ferndndezand L6pez-Fanjul(1997)
Houle et al. (1994b)
Wayneand Mackay (1998)
Houle et al. (1994b), Martorellet al. (1998)
Houle et al. (1992)

new mutationsarisingin the line each generationis UN. Each
new mutation has an initial frequency of 1I(2N), and for
sexually reproducing species, this is also the probability of
fixationby random genetic driftprovided the deleterious effects are not too great. Letting 2a be the differencebetween
the mean phenotypesof mutantand nonmutanthomozygotes,
the expected rate of increase of the among-line variance is
then equal to 2U E(a2), which is the product of the expected
numberof fixationsarising between two lines per generation,
2 X UN X 1I(2N) = U, and the expected incrementof the
among-line variance caused by each fixation,E[(2a - 0)2]/
2 = 2E(a2). This result is quite robust in that it does not
depend on the degree of dominance of new mutations or on
the linkage relationshipsof loci (Lynch and Hill 1986). Subtle
departuresfromlinear divergence can occur in the early generations of a mutation-accumulationexperimentif the base
genotypeis completely lacking in heterozygosityas opposed
to being in drift-mutation
equilibrium (Lynch and Hill 1986),
but the preceding derivation captures the essence of the process.
In the above derivation,we assumed thatnatural selection
is completely ineffective.This ideal situation is not always
realized foralleles with effectson fitness.If s is the reduction
in relative fitnessof a mutantallele with additive effects,the
probabilityof fixationis reduced by a factorof approximately
Ns when Ns is much less than one, and there is virtuallyno
possibility of fixationof mutationsforwhich Ns > 1 (Kimura
and Ohta 1971). Thus, the degree of bias in a 2,,lestimates
will depend on the joint distributionof effectsof mutations
on fitnessand the trait.Keightley et al. (1993) used data on
the fitnesseffectsof P-element insertionsinfluencingbristle
traitsin Drosophila melanogaster to estimate this joint distribution.From this, they calculated that (o2,s, estimates in
full-siblingdivergence experiments(N = 2) are biased downward by about 30%. This may be an overestimateof the bias
for spontaneous mutations,as thereis some evidence thatPelement insertions have larger effects on fitnessthan other

kinds of spontaneous mutations(Mackay et al. 1992; Keightley 1994). Nevertheless, it should also be noted thatlines are
commonly lost during mutation-accumulationexperiments.
To the extent that these losses are the consequence of accumulated mutations,this introducesan additional downward
bias to estimates of a 2,.1 These considerations suggest that
for self-fertilizingand full-siblingmated lines, respectively,
alleles that cause a greater than 25% and 10% decline in
fitnesswithin a culture are highly unlikely to accumulate.
To compare a2,, among traitsor among species, estimates
must be standardized. Two simple nondimensional measures
are the mutationalheritability(h2,..), which is the ratio of 2...
and the environmental variance (a 2E) of the trait, and the
mutational coefficientof variation, CV,,, = CVIJZ
where Z is
the traitmean. The mutationalheritabilityis readily estimated
from experimental designs such as those discussed above
because the within-linecomponent of variance provides an
estimate of & 2E. Because a2,e, is typicallymuch less than a 2E,
this ratio is essentially equal to the rate of replenishmentof
the heritabilityof a character in a genetically depauperate
population. The mutational heritabilityenters a number of
formulationsin evolutionarytheory.For example, for a neutral character with an additive genetic basis, the equilibrium
heritabilityunderdrift-mutation
equilibriumis simply2Nh2,..
(2Nh2,1,+ 1). Modifications forthis expectationforcharacters
with a nonadditive genetic basis and for asexual organisms
are given in Lynch and Hill (1986) and Lynch (1994). The
mutationalcoefficientof variation is correlated with the proportional response to selection resulting from the input of
new mutational variance (Houle 1992).
The most recent review of estimates of mutational variance, Houle et al. (1996), considers published resultsthrough
early 1995. Since then, numerous new estimates have apand these are compeared, most in Drosophila nmelanogaster,
piled with older ones in Table 1. For this species, mutational
heritabilitiestend to fall in the range 0.0005-0.005, withonly
a couple of exceptions. A substantial part of this range may
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be due to sampling error.Some idea of the generalityof these
results can be acquired by considering the average estimates
of h2.1.(and theirapproximate standard errors)for other species: life-historycharacters in the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans, 0.0034 (0.0009) (Keightley and Caballero 1997;
Vassilieva and Lynch 1999); life-historycharacters in the
plant Arabidopsis thaliana, 0.0042 (0.0042) (Schultz et al.,
unpubl. ms.); life-historyand growth characters in the microcrustacean Daphnia pulex, 0.0058 (0.0013) (Lynch et al.
1998); morphological, growth-related,and life-historytraits
in maize Zea mays,0.0082 (0.0020) (Russell et al. 1963) and
in rice Oryza sativa, 0.0028 (0.0003) (Oka et al. 1958; Sakai
and Suzuki 1964); and weight and skeletal traitsin the mouse
Mus musculus, 0.0151 (0.0066) (Bailey 1959; Festing 1973;
Keightley 1998). A complete compilation of the existingdata
is available fromthe authors. Given the phylogenetic diversity of the organisms for which data are available, and given
thatselection should cause a downward bias for estimates of
h21,1 we consider it to be an established fact that mutational
heritabilitiesforquantitativecharacters,including fitnessparameters,are usually in the range of 0.001 to 0.01, although
some exceptions probably occur. Below, we will consider in
more detail the fact that there are significant differences
among species in h21*.
Analysis of the existing data, including those shown in
Table 1, confirms the patterns identified by Houle et al.
(1996). Prior to analysis, we classified traits into five categories based on theirpresumed relationship to fitness(morphological, size during growth, life history,physiological,
and developmental rate/time).Within species, life-history
traitsand the sizes of body parts during growthtend to have
lower h211than other traits, as can be seen in Table 1 for
Drosophila. However, this differenceis not statisticallysignificantand could be a simple consequence of the greater
downward bias of estimates of o72M for fitness-relatedtraits
caused by selection. In contrast,withrespectto themutational
CV, life-historytraitshave substantiallylargerestimatesthan
all other kinds of traits(P < 0.0001). The best predictorof
CV/,7 in D. melanogaster, the species with the largest set of
estimates,is an index of the size of the mutationaltarget,the
numberof loci likely to be involved in the expression of the
trait (Houle 1998). Interestingly,the environmentalcoefficient of variation is highly correlated with CV,,,(data not
shown), suggesting thatdifferencesin h2,..may be controlled
at least as much by a 2E as by a2,,l. The correlationbetween
CV,,,and CVE may be a consequence of the transmissionof
both genetic and environmentaldeviations throughthe same
metabolic/developmentalpathways.

efficients(Lynch et al. 1993, 1995a,b; Lande 1994). Bateman
(1959) had the key insight into how joint estimates of the
genomic mutation rate and average effect can be acquired
with results fromdivergence experiments,and his ideas provided the basis for the subsequent analyses of Mukai and
Ohnishi. The logic underlyingthe Bateman-Mukai technique
is elegantly simple, requiring only that the mutational rate
of change of the mean of a character be known along with
the rate of change of the among-line variance.
Consider again a small inbred line with effective size N
and diploid genomic mutationrate U. The expected number
of new mutationsarising in the line each generationis again
UN, with each new mutationhaving an initial frequency of
1I(2N). Letting E(2a) be the differencebetween the mean
phenotypes of mutantand nonmutanthomozygotes, the expected rate of change of the mean phenotype caused by the
fixationof effectivelyneutral mutations is UN X 1I(2N) X
E(2a) = UE(a). Denoting the rates of change in the mean
and the variance as AM and AV and recalling the resultsgiven
above for the rate of change in the among-line variance, we
obtain the general relationships:
U,111,

2(AM)2

A''"=

iV

-

1

U1

+ C

\(la)

AV
a'flaA
=
2A\M= E(a)(1 + C),

(a
(lb)

where C is the squared coefficientof variation of mutational
effects,thatis, the ratio of the variance of mutationaleffects,
(72 a' and the squared mean effect,[E(a)]2. Modifications of
these formulae for asexual organisms are given in Lynch
(1994).
Because C must be positive, 2(AM)2/AV provides a downwardly biased estimate of the genomic mutationrate,usually
denoted as U,,i,,,whereas AV/(2AM) provides an upwardly
biased estimate of the average mutational effect,usually denoted as d,,av (twice this value yielding the homozygous effect). These estimatorsare biased in the sense thatregardless
of the sample size, E(U,,1i,,)< U and E(d,1,6.)< E(a). It should
be noted, however, that sampling errorwill cause estimates
of U,,.i,to deviate fromthe true parametricvalue UI(1 + C),
and similarly estimates of a,,, will deviate fromE(a) X (1
+ C). Therefore, although the estimators U,,,i,,and iiniax are
often referredto as upper and lower bounds on U and E(a),
this is not strictlyaccurate.
The utility of equations (la,b) is that they apply to any
character regardless of the form of the distributionof mutational effects, requiring only that there be a directional
response of the mean of the character to mutation.Standard
and a
can be obtained by
errors of the estimates of U,,1i,,
ESTIMATION OF MUTATION PARAMETERS
BATEMAN-MUKAi
the delta method(Lynch and Walsh 1998) or by bootstrapping
Mutational variance is a functionof the rate at which mu- over lines. However, it should also be noted that,due to the
tationsarise, U, and of the average squared effectof a mutant fact that the positions of AM and AV are shifted between
allele, E(a2). Deciphering the relative contributionsof these numeratorsand denominators in equations (la,b), there is a
two subcomponents is a key issue for evolutionary and con- strong negative sampling covariance between estimates of
servation genetics, as is the estimationof the distributionof Uli and diax if one is overestimated,there is a high likemutational effects. For example, the accumulation of dele- lihood that the other will be underestimated.
teriousmutationsby random genetic driftcan be an important
Mukai and Ohnishi used these estimators in their studies
risk of extinctionfor small populations provided there is a of egg-to-adult viability with lines of Drosophila mielanocommon class of mutationswith small enough selection co- gaster in which mutations were accumulated on nonrecom-
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binant second chromosomes, using a balancer chromosome
design developed by Wallace (1956). Under this design, multiple copies of a single wild-type chromosome are initially
isolated into differentlines. Propagation throughmales protects the wild-type chromosome fromrecombination,which
does not normally occur in male flies. Heterozygosityof the
wild-typechromosome is insuredby backcrossing to a control
stock carryingtwo chromosomes, each with a dominantmorphological mutation(usually curly wing, Cy, and plum eye,
Pm) and a recessive lethal. Throughout the course of the
experiment,the Cy/Prnstock is kept in a state of permanent
chromosomal heterozygositybecause the Cy chromosome is
a balancer, which carries multiple inversions thateffectively
prevent recombination. Each generation,a single male (carrying a wild-typeand a markerchromosome) fromeach mutation-accumulationline is backcrossed to the control line.
Because of the recessive lethals carried on the markerchromosomes, all of the singly markedprogenyfromsuch crosses
must contain the wild-type chromosome fromthe mutationaccumulation line. Periodically, the relative fitnessesof the
mutant chromosomes are evaluated by performingfull-sibling matings within the lines, with the ratio of wild-type to
markerprogeny providing an estimate of relative fitnessfor
the mutantchromosome. For example, in the cross Cyl+ X
Cyl+, the expected Mendelian ratio is two Cy individuals to
one wild-typehomozygote, because the Cy homozygotes die
via the exposure of recessive lethals. Deviations from this
ratio arise from differencesin the viability of the two genotypes. During the process of mutation accumulation, the
relative viability of the wild-typehomozygote is expected to
decline, assuming thatthe new mutationsare not completely
dominant in their effects.
Extrapolating to the entire genome, the investigations of
Mukai and Ohnishi yielded average values of U,,,i,,
equal to
approximately0.6 and average values of 2(1 - h)i,,,a, equal
to approximately -0.03 for egg-to-adult viability, where
2diax and 2h11,iavare the upwardly biased estimates of mean
homozygous and heterozygous mutational effects. Because
we expect h < 0.5 < (1 -h), these results suggest that the
average mutation reduces viability by less than 6% in the
homozygous state and by less than 3% in the heterozygous
state. Similar results were obtained for development time,
probably because of the strongpleiotropic effectsunderlying
this character and viability (Mukai and Yamazaki 1971).
These estimates are exclusive of chromosomes with mutations having lethal effects. A potential concern is the possibility that the mutationrate of Drosophila males is greater
than that of females (Crow 1993a), but a recent analysis
(Bauer and Aquadro 1997) suggests that the differencein
mutationrate between the sexes in Drosophila may be negligible, so we will adhere to the estimate of U,,,i, 0.6.
There are at least two central concerns with the empirical
techniques employed by Mukai and Ohnishi. First, the Wallace technique fails to account for any maternal genetic factors that influence progeny performancebecause wild-type
and marker-bearingindividuals have the same mother(a chromosomal heterozygote). Thus, if mutationsto genes formaternal transcriptsare relatively common, as suggested by recent results of Fry et al. (1998), the preceding estimates of
U may be biased downward (beyond the statisticalbias noted
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above). Second, because the Cy/Prnstock was maintained as
a large population throughoutthe course of the experiments,
the introductionof rare beneficial alleles by mutation may
have resulted in adaptive evolution by the balancer chromosomes. By inflatingthe deviation between theperformance
of mutation-accumulationand control lines, this would presumably cause an overestimate of the actual rate of fitness
decline in the mutation-accumulationlines. However, the opposite could also occur if the adaptation to the control environmenthad negative pleiotropic effects on fitnessin the
assay environment.
Fry et al. (1999) recentlyrepeated the work of Mukai and
Ohnishi, using an essentially identical balancer-chromosome
approach. The rate of decline in mean viability in this study
was not significantlydifferentthan the average value from
the Mukai and Ohnishi studies, but the rate of increase in
the among-line variance was about four times higher. This
resulted in Bateman-Mukai estimates of the genomic deleterious mutationrate of approximately0.1 and of the quantity
2(1 - h)JW,, of approximately -0. 1 1. It does not appear that
the deviation of these new estimates fromthe older ones is
a simple consequence of sampling error.A significantquestion that remains to be answered is whetherthe differences
reflectstrain-specificvariation in mutationalproperties.Given that transpositionis a major source of mutation in flies
and thatthe genomic transpositionrate can vary substantially
among lines (Nuzhdin et al. 1996; Pasyukova et al. 1998),
such variation seems very likely.
The Bateman-Mukai method of analysis has been applied
to threeothereukaryotic systems: a 30-generationmutationaccumulation experimentinvolving clones of the cladoceran
Daphnia pulex (Lynch et al. 1998), a 10-generationexperiment involving self-fertilizinglines of the plant Arabidopsis
thaliana (Schultz et al., in prep.), and two independent 50and 60- generationexperimentinvolving self-fertilizinglines
of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Keightley and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and Lynch 1999). In all of these
studies, mutations were accumulated throughoutthe entire
genome and a controlwas maintainedin an inertevolutionary
state prior to its contemporaneous assay with the mutationaccumulation lines-stored as diapausing embryos of an obligately asexual strainin the case of Daphnia, as seed in the
case of Arabidopsis, and as frozen larvae in the case of Caenorhabditis. Estimates of U,,,i,,for fitness-relatedtraits in
Daphnia average to 0.76 (0.33), which is quite compatible
with the Mukai and Ohnishi results for viability in D. nmelanogaster (Table 2). However, those for C. elegans and A.
thaliana are considerably lower, averaging 0.05 (0.02) and
0.04 (0.02), respectively (Table 2).
REAPPRAISALS

OF OLD

DATA

There have been several recent attemptsto reevaluate the
analyses of Mukai and Ohnishi. Rather than simply using
informationon the change in themean and variance of mutant
lines to obtain biased estimates of the mutationparameters,
these new analyses attemptto extractunbiased estimatesfrom
the observed formof the distributionof line means, in effect
by relyingon the informationcontentin the highermoments
(skewness, kurtosis, etc.) of the distributionof line means.
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2. Downwardlybiased estimatesof the genomicmutationrate(U,,,i,,)
and upwardlybiased estimatesof the averagemutational
effectrelativeto themeanphenotype(,,ax).
TABLE

Character

Daphnia pulex:
Size at birth
Size at maturity
Age at maturity
Adultinstarduration
Clutchsize
Survivalto maturity
Caenorhabditis
elegans:
Intrinsicrateof increase
Productivity
Survivalto maturity
Longevity
Arabidopsisthaliana:
Germination
rate
Fruitset
Seed set
Total fitness

r

a

u~nin

Reference

1.513 (1.345)
0.729 (0.627)
0.101 (0.075)
0.046 (0.007)
0.201 (0.103)
1.946 (0.854)

-0.005 (0.005)
-0.008 (0.004)
-0.030 (0.012)
-0.010 (0.001)
0.039 (0.011)
-0.008 (0.003)

Lynchet al. (1998)

0.016 (0.027)
0.023 (0.042)
0.012 (0.007)
0.129 (0.089)

-0.105 (0.089)
0.120 (0.114)
-0.068 (0.027)
-0.024 (0.010)

Vassilieva and Lynch(1999)

0.002 (0.642)
0.003 (0.392)
0.055 (3.412)
0.148 (1.821)

-0.625
-0.211
-0.136
-0.142

Schultzet al. (in prep.)

In the firstof such studies, Keightley (1994) performed a
maximum-likelihood (hereafter,ML) analysis, assuming a
Poisson distributionof mutationnumbers and a gamma distributionof mutational effects.His analyses were restricted
to the finalassays of the mutation-accumulationlines of Mukai et al. (1972) and Ohnishi (1974), and in the absence of
contemporaneouscontrols forthe assay generations,the control means and variances were inferredfromother data and
assumed to be known without error.Extrapolating fromthe
results for the second chromosome to the entire genome,
Keightley's (1994) resultsimplya minimumaverage estimate
of U of approximately 0.52, which is very similar to the
Bateman-Mukai estimate.Conditional on these estimates,the
mean differencebetween the effectsof homozygous and heterozygous mutationson viability was estimated to be on the
order of 0.5 to 1.0% (slightly less than the 3% that we cited
above), and the distributionof mutationaleffectswas inferred
to be highlyleptokurtic(L-shaped). However, the actual likelihood surface suggested an even more extreme situationa mutation rate approaching infinityand an average mutational effectapproaching zero. Similar asymptoticbehavior
of ML estimates was noted recently for eight of nine characters in an analysis of Drosophila lines mutagenizedby EMS
(Keightley and Ohnishi 1998) as well as in the study of Fry
et al. (1999).
Keightley (1994) chose to use a gamma distributionof
mutational effectsbecause of the broad array of forms that
it can assume, fromL-shaped to approximatelynormal. However,one potential limitationof the gamma distributionis its
unimodality.In a more recent analysis, Keightley (1996) attempted to account for this by using a model in which a
fractionof the mutationswas assumed to be gamma distributed withthe remainingfractionbeing of constanteffect.The
actual parameterestimates are not given in this second paper,
but the ML estimates of U again apparently converged on
withtheminimumestimatescompatible withthedata
infinity,
averaging to 0.60, consistentwith the classical interpretation
of the data. A mixed distribution,consisting of a highly Lshaped gamma distributionand a constant effect of small

(2.464)
(5.315)
(0.721)
(0.603)

value, was found to fitthe data betterthan the gamma distributionalone. Keightley (1996) also raised the possibility
thatthe change in mean fitnessin the mutation-accumulation
lines may have been an artifactof adaptive evolution in the
balancer chromosomes ratherthan a consequence of mutational degradation of the experimentalchromosomes.
In a thirdreevaluation of the results of Mukai and Ohnishi,
Garcia-Dorado (1997) employed minimum-distance (hereafter,MD) analysis to estimatethe parametersof themutation
process thatare most consistentwith the finaldistributionof
line means, conditional on the observed estimate of the rate
of increase in among-line variance. Like Keightley (1994,
1996), she assumed a Poisson distributionof mutationnumbers and an extrapolatedcontrolmean and variance. However,
the distributionsof mutational effects explored by GarciaDorado (1997) were more general (asymmetrical reflected
gammas, and mixturesof gamma and normal distributions).
Contrary to Keightley (1994, 1996), Garcia-Dorado (1997)
concluded that the genomic deleterious mutation rate is on
the order of only 0.05 per individual per generation, and a
more recent set of analyses led to even lower estimates (U
0.01) (Garcia-Dorado et al. 1998). Both analyses inferred
a unimodal distributionof deleterious viability effectswith
a very high mean (on the order of 6 to 23%), with mutations
having effectsnear zero being veryrare and those witheffects
in excess of 15%, and even as high as 40%, being relatively
common. For the dataset of Mukai et al. (1972), GarciaDorado inferreda beneficial mutationrateof 12%, and argued
that her statistical fitsto the data are uniformlybetterthan
those of Keightley (1994).
These new types of analyses provide a novel framework
for characterizing the properties of polygenic mutations.
However, thereare a numberof unresolved issues concerning
their use. First, as noted above, distribution-basedmethods
are highly dependent on observed levels of skewness and
kurtosis. Since estimates of higher-ordermoments are notoriously unreliable unless sample sizes are enormous, this
greatlylimitsthe statisticalpower of distribution-basedmethods (see Keightley and Ohnishi 1998; Keightley 1998).
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Garcifa-Dorado(1997) was able to recover unbiased estimates
of the mutationparametersfromsimulated data, but her simulations employed the same distributionsthat were assumed
by the model. To what extentdo violations of the assumptions
about the forms of the distributionsunderlyingthe data influence the parameterestimatesderived by ML and MD? The
fact thatGarcia-Dorado and Keightley reached such different
conclusions fromthe same data clearly indicates that this is
not a trivialissue. In addition to making various assumptions
about the distributionof mutational effects,both Keightley
(1994, 1996) and Garcia-Dorado (1997) assumed that the
sampling errorsassociated with line means are normallydistributed.Deviations fromthis latterassumption,which clearly occur (Keightley and Ohnishi 1998), are of special concern
because the essence of distribution-basedtechniques is to
infer the properties of mutations from the departure of the
distributionof the mutation-accumulationlines fromthe assumed normal distributionof the control.
Second, the fact that Garcia-Dorado (1997) and GarciaDorado et al. (1998) obtained betterfitsto the data than did
Keightley (1994) is not surprising,because their analyses
typicallyincorporatedmore parameters.More complex model almost always yield betterfitsand should not be taken as
a priorievidence forgreaterbiological plausibility.Although
not impossible, the high densities of deleterious mutations
with large homozygous effects (substantially in excess of
15%) posited by Garcia-Dorado (1997) and Garcia-Dorado
et al. (1998) seem to be incompatible with what can be
achieved in mutation-accumulationexperimentsunless they
are highly recessive and sheltered fromselection by a Plun
chromosome.
Third, most of the analyses favored by Garcia-Dorado and
colleagues ignore the observed change in mean fitnessin the
mutation-accumulationlines entirely.Instead, under the assumption that this distributionwas originally normal, they
estimate the mutationparameterssolely fromthe distribution
of line means at the end of the mutation-accumulationexperiment,with no reference to a control. With this sort of
approach, it does not seem surprisingthat an extremelylow
mutationrate to very deleterious alleles is estimatedbecause
the observed distributionsof fitnesstypicallyhave long tails
to the left, but are otherwise approximately normal. When
Garcia-Dorado and colleagues performed analyses conditional on the observed changes in both the mean and the
variance, the results were quite compatible with the classical
interpretationof Mukai and Ohnishi's results, and thus were
in approximateagreementwithKeightley's (1994) firststudy.
Garcia-Dorado (1997) favors analyses based only on the variance, arguing again that the decline in mean fitnessin themutation-accumulationlines is an artifactof adaptive evolution in the control.
To our knowledge, thereis no directobservational support
for or against a change in the mean fitness of the marker
chromosomes in any of the experimentsof Mukai and Ohnishi, but the fact that fairlyconsistentresults were obtained
in several independent experiments seems to argue against
such problems, as this would require the controls of different
experimentsto evolve in the same manner.Moreover, in their
balancer chromosome work, Fry et al. (1999) obtained compelling evidence for an absence of control line evolution.
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Nevertheless, if the control chromosomes in the Mukai and
Ohnishi experimentsdid actually evolve, then it is not clear
that the data are reliable for any sort of analysis, including
methodsbased solely on the among-line variance. The reason
forthis is thatevolution of the balancer chromosomes would
not only influencethe rate of change in mean fitness,but also
the rate of change in the higher-ordermoments,a point that
seems not to have been taken into considerationin the studies
described above.
MUTATIONALDEGRADATIONIN FLY POPULATIONS
To sum up to this point, when extrapolated over the entire
genome, all of the results frombalancer-chromosomeexperiments suggest that if released from selection, spontaneous
deleterious mutationsin Drosophila would cause a 1-2% loss
in viability per generation. Recent studies with Drosophila
have furtherevaluated this idea, but with rather different
results. Unlike the experimentsof Mukai and Ohnishi, these
newer studies have allowed mutationsto accumulate throughout the entire genome, without the use of balancer chromosomes. A brief review of these studies has been given by
Keightley et al. (1998).
Rather thanrepeatedlybottleneckinglines, Shabalina et al.
(1997) encouraged the accumulation of mutations by maintaining a large population in way that minimized the possibility of among-familyselection. Startingwith a population
of flies from the wild, 100 randomly mated pairs were established. Their progeny were allowed to develop under low
density,noncompetitiveconditions, and then fromeach sibship single males and females were extracted and randomly
mated across sibships to produce the next generation. Such
propagation was continued fora total of 30 generations.With
this "middle-class neighborhood" design, every matingpair
contributesequally to the next generation.Two controlswere
maintained in this study, one kept in a cyropreserved state
and the other kept at a low enough temperaturethat only
three generationshad been passed by the time of analysis of
the mutation-accumulationexperiment.Relative to the control values, when assayed under low densityconditions, eggto-imago survivorship declined by approximately 0.2% per
generation, motilityby about 0.1% per generation, and fecundityby about 0.003% per generation.Although small, all
of these changes were statistically significant.In contrast,
under competitiveconditions,the relative performanceof the
middle-class neighborhood individuals declined by 2.2% per
generation,in strikingagreement with the results of Mukai
and Ohnishi.
A second middle-class neighborhood experiment(Gilligan
et al. 1997), appears to have yielded very differentresults
than that of Shabalina et al. (1997). However, there are numerous aspects of the results of this study that are difficult
to explain, including the fact that mean fitness tended to
increase at lower population sizes. We will not discuss this
experiment any furtherbecause there may have been substantial evolution in the referencepopulation (R. Frankham,
pers. comm.).
Shabalina et al. (1997) argue that the advantage of the
middle-class neighborhood design is its reliance on individuals that have not been genetically altered by inbreeding or
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by nonrecombinantchromosomepropagationthroughcrosses
to a balancer stock. This is an appropriate goal in that the
purpose of most mutation-accumulationstudies is to evaluate
the consequences of mutationson genetic backgrounds with
normal fitnessand normal levels of recombination and outcrossing. However, the utilization of a genetically variable
base population extracted from the wild also introduces a
number of potential problems.
First, the use of a base population harboring significant
genetic variance for fitnesscan partially obscure the pattern
of buildup of genetic load due to new deleterious mutations.
Until all base-population alleles have eitherbeen lost or fixed
by random genetic drift,there will be some contributionto
the change in mean fitness from inbreeding depression resultingfromthe exposure of preexistingrecessive mutations.
Roughly speaking, this requires at least 4Ne generations.Under the middle-class neighborhood design, Ne is twice the
number of mating individuals, so for an experiment of the
size employed by Shabalina et al. (1997), 100 pairs withequal
family sizes (implyingNe 400), approximately 1600 generations would need to expire before the evolutionary dynamics were solely a consequence of new mutations. Shabalina et al. (1997) reason that if the middle-class neighborhood is kept at a sufficientlylarge size, then inbreeding
can be largely avoided in the early stages of mutation accumulation (in theirstudy,the average inbreedingcoefficient
only rose to 4%). In principle, ratherthan relying on a very
large randomly mating population as Shabalina et al. did,
inbreedingcan be avoided entirelyby use of a circularsystem
of mating or a maximum-avoidance of inbreeding scheme
(Kimura and Crow 1963). Under the latter scheme, for example, if N = 2"1 is the size of the population, then no inbreeding occurs until generation mn+ 2.
A second, less tractableissue is the possibility thatrecombinational breakup of epistatic combinations of genes may
lead to a change in mean fitnesswithoutany changes in allele
frequencies by random genetic drift.A series of investigations of the fitnessproperties of intact versus recombinant
chromosomes in species of Drosophila revealed an average
10% decline in fitness per chromosome associated with a
single round of recombination (Spassky et al. 1958; Dobzhansky et al. 1959; Spiess 1959; Krimbas 1961; Spiess and
Allen 1961), so we do know that such changes can occur.
The recombinationalbreakdown observed in these Drosophila experimentsmay be extreme in that the assays involved
chromosomal homozygotes, but there are less contrived examples of changes in mean phenotypes in response to recombination in Daphnia (Lynch and Deng 1994; Deng and
Lynch 1997). Given the small degree of change that is typically measured in a mutation-accumulationexperiment,it
would not take much recombinational breakdown to greatly
bias the results of a middle-class neighborhood experiment
initiated froma wild population, so there is a clear need for
more work on thisproblem. One approach mightbe to initiate
a middle-class neighborhood experiment with a cross between two distant populations (to maximize the initial disequilibria). If the apparentrate of mutationaldecay remained
the same, this would weaken the argumentthat recombinational breakdown has biased the results.
Third, whereas the middle-class neighborhood design

should minimize selection among families, it does not eliminate within-familyselection. Of course, conventional mutation-accumulationexperimentsusing bottleneckedlines do
not eliminate within-line selection either,but here the opportunityfor adaptive evolution is reduced because of the
lower level of within-linegenetic variance (derived entirely
from mutation) and the higher magnitude of driftin inbred
lines. Substantial evidence exists for the rapid evolution of
competitive ability in newly collected populations of Drosophila raised in a novel laboratory environment (Ayala
1968; Frankham and Loebel 1992; Shabalina et al. 1997),
even in those of small size (Latter and Mulley 1995), so it
seems likely that selection in a middle-class neighborhood
settingwill promote to some degree the base population alleles that are most advantageous in the laboratory environment. This would partially erase the effectsof the mutationaccumulation process, leading to conservative estimates of
mutationpressure. Shabalina et al. (1997) attemptedto minimize within-familyselection by carefullyoptimizingrearing
conditions, but approximately 20% of eggs laid still did not
survive to adulthood during the mutation-accumulation
phase.
A fourthconcern with studies of this sort is the evolutionary stabilityof the controls. Over the course of the Shabalina et al. (1997) experiment,the recovery rate of frozen
embryos declined from 18% to 8% and the possibility that
surviving embryos have higher than average fitnesshas not
been ruled out. If selective mortalityof control individuals
does occur, then estimates of the mutation load in the experimental lines would be inflated.However, if cryopreservation induces mutationswith small deleterious effectsor if
cold controls experience some mutational deterioration,this
would tend to reduce the estimates of mutation load in the
experimental lines. Using an assay for X-linked recessive
lethals, Houle et al. (1997b) found no significantincrease in
the mutationrate in frozen embryos,but futurework is needed to evaluate whetherthese results can be extended to mutations with small effects.
In spite of these limitations, we regard the middle-class
neighborhood design as a promising innovation for the estimationof recurrentmutationpressure,particularlyifwithinline mortalityand infertilitycan be kept to a low level and
if the problem of recombinational breakdown can be definitively ruled out. A particularlyattractivefeatureof this design is thatit opens up the opportunityfor studyingthe propertiesof polygenic mutationin organismsthatcannot be propagated easily as clones or as inbred lines. However, a serious
limitation of the middle-class neighborhood design is its
probable restrictionto the measurementof the rate of change
in mean fitness.It seems veryunlikelythataccurate estimates
of mutational variance can be acquired in a system thatharbors substantial genetic variance at the outset.
Finally, we note thatKeightley (1996), Keightley and Ohnishi (1998), Garcia-Dorado (1997), and Garcia-Dorado et al.
(1998) have called attentionto a recent mutation-accumulation experimentwith 200 full-siblingmated lines of Drosophila (Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul 1996), arguing that it
provides furtherevidence for a low rate of fitnessdecline by
mutationaccumulation. Unlike the experimentof Shabalina
et al. (1997), this experiment was initiated with a highly
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inbred stock, so the changes in the experimentallines (over
a period of approximately 100 generations) are unlikely to
be a consequence of alleles segregatingin thebase population
or of recombinational breakdown. However, some aspects of
the Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul (1996) studyraise questions
as to whetherthe results are strictlycomparable with those
of Mukai and Ohnishi.
First, the analysis of line means in Fernandez and LopezFanjul (1996) was not accompanied by a contemporaneous
analysis of the control. Although a control population was
maintained in a circular mating scheme involving approximately 800 individuals throughoutthe course of the experiment, it was only compared against a few (two to four in
each direction) of the most extreme mutation-accumulation
lines. For pupa-to-adult viability,the high lines exhibited an
average 3% decline in performance,whereas the low lines
exhibited an average 16% decline. For egg-to-pupa viability,
the high lines exhibited an average 3% increase (not significant) in performance,whereas the low lines exhibited an
average 16% decline. For egg production,the high lines exhibited an average 75% increase in performance,while the
low lines exhibited an average 22% increase. These limited
results suggest that the mutation-accumulationlines in this
studyevolved substantially,although the numberscited may
be biased as a resultof theevolution of thecontrolpopulation.
With approximately 800 individuals incurring 100 generations of mutations,evolution of the control seems likely in
this study.
Second, the opportunityfor selection over the course of
an experimentas long as thatof Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul
may have reduced the rate of accumulation of deleterious
mutations. In an experimentwith a very similar design, but
with average line sizes of approximately 10 individuals per
generation,Mackay et al. (1995) found thatselection against
extreme phenotypes causes a dramatic decline in the rate of
line divergence of bristle numbers over time. Presumably,
the efficiencyof selection was lower in the lines of Fernandez
and Lopez-Fanjul (1996) because they were based on fullsibling mating. However, as in most studies of this sort,the
authors relied on backup individuals to guard against line
extinction. The frequency with which backups were relied
upon was not reported,but 12% of the lines were lost over
the course of the experiment,so the number could not have
been trivial. One indirectline of evidence thatselection may
have reduced the rate of mutation accumulation (acknowledged by the authors) is the fact thatthe average mutational
heritabilityestimated fromthe rate of line divergence in this
study, 0.0007 (0.0001), is about five times lower than that
observed in other studies on life-historytraitsin Drosophila
(Table 1).
Finally, the assays performedby Ferndndez and L6pezFanjul (1996) involved much more benign conditions than
the competitive environmentsof the Mukai and Ohnishi experiments.As noted below, thereis now substantialevidence
that the expressed mutation load is magnified in harsh environments.
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vidual per generation is critical to the fields of evolutionary
and conservation genetics because most of the theoretical
studies in these areas have assumed U
1.0. If the genomic
deleterious mutation rate is typically 100 times lower than
assumed, thenmany of the evolutionaryphenomena outlined
in the introductionmust be due to other causes. Here, we
consider a number of features of Drosophila melanogaster
that provide furthersupport for the opinion that genomic
mutationrates forfitness-relatedtraitsin this species are more
on the order of 1.0 than 0.01.
First, substantial evidence (summarized in table 10.2 of
Lynch and Walsh 1998) indicates thatthe average inbreeding
depression for egg-to-adult viability in D. melanogaster is
equivalent to a 44% reductionundercomplete homozygosity.
Moreover, studies with three species of Drosophila have
shown thatthe effectivenumberof lethals on average second
and third chromosomes is in the range of 0.5 to 0.8 (table
10.5 of Lynch and Walsh 1998). Because each haploid chromosome constitutesabout 40% of the haploid genome, this
suggests thatthe average drosophilid gamete carries approximately 1.6 lethal equivalents, which is about the same as
observed in many vertebrates(table 10.4 of Lynch and Walsh
1998). Inbreeding loads of this magnitude are not easily explained with a genomic deleterious mutationrate on the order
of 0.01. Under mutation-selectionbalance, the equilibrium
effectivenumberof lethals per gamete is approximately U(1
- h)12h,where h is theharmonicmean dominance coefficient,
so if U = 0.01, then h must equal 0.003. In other words, to
account for the observed inbreeding load with U = 0.01,
most deleterious mutations must be nearly completely recessive, a situation that is clearly inconsistentwith the data
(Simmons and Crow 1977; Crow and Simmons 1983;
Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1987; Houle et al. 1997a;
Latter 1998; Lynch and Walsh 1998). Increasing the genomic
mutation rate 10-fold to 0.1 still requires an unrealistically
low average dominance coefficient(0.03). If, however, U,,,i,,
= 1.00, then h ' 0.19, which is much more compatible with
existing data.
A number of authors have also called attentionto the fact
that standing levels of genetic variance for fitnessin Drosophila populations are roughlycompatible with the classical
interpretationof the results of Mukai and Ohnishi under the
assumptions of mutation-selectionbalance (Mukai and Yamaguchi 1974; Keightley 1994; Charlesworth and Hughes,
in press), although U
1.0 does not appear to be entirely
adequate. Thus, one of the greatest challenges to the hy0.01 in flies is the need to provide alterpothesis that U
native explanations forthe propertiesof naturalpopulations.
In principle,inbreedingdepression and genetic variationmay
be maintained by some sort of balancing selection (such as
frequency-dependentor temporally fluctuatingselection or
functional overdominance), rather than selection-mutation
balance, but we know of no compelling evidence thatthis is
the case for viability in Drosophila.
Second, per character mutationrates of 0.1 or greaterare
consistentwithwhat we know about therates of various types
EVIDENCE FOR HIGH GENOMIC MUTATION
ADDITIONAL
of mutation in D. melanogaster. For example, it is well esRATES FOR FITNESS
tablished thatthe mutationrate to lethals in D. melanogaster
Resolution of the issue of whetherthe genomic deleterious is on the orderof 0.02 to 0.05 per zygote (Crow and Simmons
mutationrate is as small as 0.01 or as high as 1.0 per indi- 1983; Fry et al. 1999). Given that most genomic changes
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(small insertions/deletionsand nucleotide substitutions)are
unlikely to be lethal, it seems virtuallycertain that the rate
of origin of mildly deleterious mutations must exceed the
lethal rate.
A survey of 18 transposable element families in D. melanogaster suggests thatthe average numberof transpositions
per zygote is on the order of 0.8 per generation (Nuzhdin
and Mackay 1995; Lyman et al. 1996). In addition, the rate
of nucleotide substitutionalmutationin Drosophila has been
estimated to be about 1.6 X 10-8 per site per year (Sharp
and Li 1989). Assuming flies go throughapproximatelyfive
generationseach year,and notingthattheDrosophila genome
contains approximately 4 X 108 bases, these results imply
that the average number of nucleotide substitutionalmutations per genome is at least 1.3 per generation. Summing
these two types of mutationand noting thatwe have ignored
other types (e.g., those resulting from small nucleotide insertions/deletions,unequal crossing over, and so on), it is
clear thatthe total genomic mutationrate in D. melanogaster
must exceed 2.1 per generation. A large fraction of these
mutationsmay have negligible effectson fitness.Nevertheless, supposing the total genomic mutation rate for flies is
3.0, thenunless < 3% of all new mutationsinfluencefitness,
these results provide independentevidence thatthe genomic
deleterious mutationrate for this species is in excess of 0.1.
Third,analyses of transposable-elementinduced mutations
for bristle numbers provide additional indirect evidence for
a relativelyhigh genomic deleterious mutationrate. Focusing
on the effects of single P-element insertions on abdominal
and sternopleuralbristle numberin D. melanogaster,Lyman
et al. (1996) estimatedthe average scaled mutationaleffects,
E(a2)/o2E, forthese two traitsto be equal to 0.070 and 0.205,
respectively. A substantial number of studies on these traits
yield average estimates of the mutational heritabilities of
0.0035 for abdominal bristle number and 0.0043 for sternopleural bristlenumber(Table 1). Noting thatthe mutational
heritabilityof a trait is equal to UE(a2)/o2E, these results
imply genomic mutationrates forabdominal and sternopleural bristle numbers of approximately 0.05 and 0.02, respectively. Similar calculations applied to the results of Clark et
al. (1995) yield even higher estimates of U for body weight
(0.29) and enzyme activities (0.14). These calculations assume that mutational effects associated with P-element insertions are reasonably representativeof the effects of the
full spectrum of mutations. If the effects of P-element insertions are unusually high, then these indirect estimates of
U would need to be upwardly adjusted. There is substantial
evidence that most bristle-numbermutations have negative
pleiotropiceffectson fitness(Mackay et al. 1992, 1994, 1995;
Fry et al. 1995; Nuzhdin et al. 1995), so given that many
additional charactersmustinfluencefitness,thenthese results
for morphological and metabolic characters provide further
evidence that the genomic deleterious mutation rate in this
organism is well in excess of 0.1.
To this point, we have primarily focused on data from
Drosophila melanogaster, so it is worthconsidering whether
the high apparent genomic mutationrate for this species is
aberrant.Attemptshave been made to estimate genomic mutation rates for quantitative traitsin a few other species by
directlycountingmajor phenotypicdifferencesthathave aris-

en in mutation-accumulationexperiments.In an examination
of 27 skeletal traitsin inbred strainsof laboratorymice, Grewal (1962) obtained an average estimate of 0.022 mutations
per characterper zygote per generation; in a more extensive
study with the same traits,Hoi-Sen (1972) obtained essentially the same result. Studies of a number of reproductive
characters in maize using descendants of double-haploids
(Sprague et al. 1960) and inbred lines (Russell et al. 1963)
yielded average estimates of U equal to 0.090 and 0.056. All
of these estimates are likely to be downwardly biased, perhaps substantially so, because mutations with insufficiently
large effectsare statisticallyundetectable,and thusnot counted, in these types of studies.
Mutation-accumulation experiments are extremely labor
intensive and difficultto apply to many species. An alternative approach to characterizingthe features of the deleterious mutation process considers the distributionof fitness
in a natural population. Assuming a population in mutationselection balance, Morton et al. (1956) and Mukai and Yamaguchi (1974) firstsuggested how the genomic deleterious
mutation rate in a random-matingpopulation might be estimated from the observed response of mean fitnessto inbreeding, and Charlesworth et al. (1990) extended this approach to interpretthe consequences of outcrossing in normally self-fertilizingpopulations. Both techniques require an
estimate of the average degree of dominance of mutant alleles. A more general approach, which yields joint estimates
of U and the average heterozygous and homozygous effects
of mutations,has been developed by Deng and Lynch (1996)
and extended by Deng (1998). This methodrequires estimates
of both the mean fitnessand the genetic variance for fitness
in inbred and outbred generations,but it does not require an
estimate of the average degree of dominance. If a substantial
fraction of the standing genetic variance is maintained by
balancing selection ratherthatby mutation-selectionbalance,
then these methods will overestimate U. In highly selling
populations, functionaloverdominance forfitnesswill be ineffectiveat maintaining genetic variance (Kimura and Ohta
1971) due to the low heterozygosityof individuals, so the
application of the Charlesworth et al. (1990) and Deng and
Lynch (1996) methods to selling populations may be quite
robust, assuming other forms of balancing selection are not
of great importance.
Several estimates of U have been obtained withthese techniques. In a survey of the literatureon inbreedingdepression
in obligately self-fertilizingplants,Charlesworthet al. (1990)
obtained average estimates of U of at least 0.5 forindividual
fitnesscomponents,Johnstonand Schoen (1995) inferredestimates of U for total fitness in populations of the annual
plant Amsinckia in the range of 0.2 to 0.9, and D. Charlesworth et al. (1994) obtained estimates of U
0.8 and 1.5
for two species of Leavenworthia. Applications of the technique of Deng and Lynch (1996) to two populations of Daphnia led to an average estimate of U for clutch size of 0.9
(Deng and Lynch 1997).
ADDITIONAL

EVIDENCE

DELETERIOUS

FOR SMALL

EFFECTS

AVERAGE

OF MUTATIONS

We now consider additional direct lines of evidence that
are consistent with the idea that the majority of mutations
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estimatesof U,,in and a1,,axare biased is a functionof the

1.0

squared coefficientof variation of mutationaleffects(C) (eq.
la,b). Only limited data are available for the distributionof
mutationaleffects,but all of the existinginformationsuggests
a high degree of leptokurtosis,with the form of the distri0.6bution being more L-shaped than an exponential distribution.
LL
For example, forDrosophila, estimates of C are on the order
'
0.4 of 6, 24, and 17, respectively,forabdominal bristlenumbers,
sternopleuralbristlenumbers,and viability(Keightley 1994).
E
For growthrate in E. coli, C
7 (Elena et al. 1998), and for
aOCZ .2
2.3. These obsercompetitive ability in S. cerevisiae, C
vations suggest thatthe actual average effectsof deleterious
0.0
mutationsmay be several times lower than the upper-bound
0.25
0.15
0.20
0.00
0.05
0.10
estimates cited above (and conversely, that actual genomic
SelectionCoefficient
deleterious mutationrates may be several times higher than
of mutationalef- the lower-bound Bateman-Mukai estimates reportedin Table
FIG. 1. The cumulativefrequencydistribution
fectson fitnessfora bacteriumEscherichiacoli (Kibota and Lynch 2).
cerevisiae
1996; Elena et al. 1998) and a yeast Saccharornyces
Third, a comparison of standinglevels of genetic variance
(Thatcheret al. 1998). The Elena et al. (1998) and Thatcheret al.
(1998) studiesevaluatedtheconsequencesof singlelargeinsertions (O72G) with the rate of input of new variance by mutation
on the growthpotentialof mutantsrelativeto controlindividuals. (uy2,,) provides some indirect insight into the average magAccordingto the authors,mostof the 226 estimatedselectionco- nitude of selection against heterozygous mutations. Under
whereefficients
in thestudyofElena et al. (1998) weresignificant,
fromthestudyof 31 insertion the assumption that the observed variation is a consequence
as thefewnonsignificant
coefficients
is approxilines of Thatcheret al. (1998) are denotedby open circles. The of mutation-selectionbalance, the ratio o 2,,G
lines of Kibota and Lynch (1996) containa variable numberof mately equal to the average selection coefficientagainst hetaccumulatedovera periodofapproximately erozygous mutations and its reciprocal approximates the
spontaneousmutations
7000 cell divisions,withtheaveragenumberbeingapproximately mean number of generations that a new mutationpersists in
one per line.
a population beforebeing removed by selection (Barton 1990;
Kondrashov and Turelli 1992; Crow 1993a). Using this aphave only small (less than 5%) effectson quantitativechar- proach, Crow (1993a,b) has estimated that the mean persisacters, including fitness.First,forD. melanogaster,analyses tence time of viability mutations in Drosophila is approxiof the effectsof P-element insertionson bristle numbers by mately 40 generations, both for mild detrimentalsand reLyman et al. (1996) and on metabolic activities by Clark et cessive lethals. This result implies an average deleterious
al. (1995) suggest that mutations with the smallest effects effectof about 2.5% in heterozygotes,which is very similar
have the highest densities. These results provide direct evi- to the estimates obtained from the mutation-accumulation
dence for the idea, firstsuggested by Keightley's (1994) ML
experimentsof Mukai and Ohnishi. Nearly identical results
analysis, that the distributionof mutational effects in this have been obtained for mutations influencing life-history
species is highly L-shaped. Even null alleles for allozyme charactersin Daphnia (Lynch et al. 1998). In a review of the
loci in D. melanogaster generally do not lead to lethalityor data for a diversity of characters and species, all estimates
sterilityin the homozygous state and reduce fitnessby only of the mean persistence time (a/2 IJU2G) were less than 1000
approximately0.2% in the heterozygous state (Langley et al. generations and more than half of them were less than 100
1981). Estimates of the frequencydistributionof mutational generations,with those for life-historycharacters averaging
effectson fitnessin microbes also stronglysupportthe view approximately50 generations (Houle et al. 1996). These results are again broadly compatible with the existence of a
that most mutations have only mildly deleterious effectseven for large insertions into coding regions, in excess of common pool of deleterious mutations with heterozygous
70% of mutations have selection coefficientsless than 0.02 effectson the order of 0.1% to 1.0%.
Wayne and Mackay (1998) recentlyestimated the persis(Fig. 1).
Second, Bateman-Mukai estimates of the maximum av- tence times for thorax length and ovariole numberin D. meerage mutational effectin organisms other than Drosophila lanogaster to be more than 10,000 generations,which would
are usually small. For example, a mutation-accumulationex- implyvery low selection coefficientsformutantalleles. Howperimentwith lines of the bacterium E. coli yielded an up- ever, their estimates of o2 were derived from inbred lines
wardly biased estimate of the average mutational effecton maintained at a population size of twentyflies/line,which
exponential growth rate of 1.2% (Kibota and Lynch 1996), allows the operationof substantialselection, and in turn,must
which is quite consistent with the data in Figure 1. In Daph- result in upwardly biased estimates of persistence times.
nia, the average heterozygous effect of a new mutation on
life-historycharactersis no greaterthan 2.5% (Table 2). The
CONTRASTING RESULTS FROM BACTERIA,
average (upwardly biased) estimates for life-historycharWORMS, PLANTS, AND FLIES
acters in the nematode C. elegans and the plant A. thaliana
are higher-on the order of 14% and 20% for the mean hoAlthough we view the classical interpretationof the results
of Mukai and Ohnishi as not being far offthe mark forflies,
mozygous effect,respectively (Table 2).
As noted above, the degree to which the Bateman-Mukai there also seems little question that real differencesin the
E. coli

C

O0.8

S. cerevisiae
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genomic deleterious mutationrate exist among differentorganisms. For example, a mutation-accumulationexperiment
performedon the bacteriumEscherichia coli yielded results
that were qualitativelyvery similar to those found by Mukai
and Ohnishi-a pronounced decline in mean fitnessand an
equally pronounced increase in the variance among lines (Kibota and Lynch 1996). However, theestimateof U,,.i, obtained
by the Bateman-Mukai method was only 0.00017 per cell
division. The only other arthropodfor which data are available, D. pulex, yields Bateman-Mukai estimates of U,,.i, that
are quite comparable to those forDrosophila, although those
for C. elegans and A. thaliana are strikinglylower (Table 2).
Bacteria, worms, plants, and flies differin many traitsthat
could affectthe genomic mutationrate. One obvious difference is the numberof germlinecell divisions per generation,
which forD. melanogasteris about 36 (Drost and Lee 1995),
and for C. elegans is eight to nine (Wilkins 1983). A second
obvious differenceis the activityof transposable elements in
flies. As noted above, about 40% of all mutations in laboratorystocks of D. melanogaster appear to be a consequence
of transpositionevents, whereas thereis no detectable transposable element activityin the lines of E. coli and C. elegans
that have been subjected to mutation-accumulationexperiments. A thirddifferenceis the ploidy level of metazoans
relative to E. coli. Taking these three factors into account,
we can estimate the minimum deleterious mutationrate per
haploid genome per cell division in D. melanogaster and C.
elegans unassociated with transposable element activity:(0.6
X 0.6)/(2 X 36) = 0.005 and (0.05 X 1.0 )/(2 X 8.5) =
0.003, respectively. Although there is a nearly twofold difference in these estimates, this can hardly be regarded as
significantgiven the crude nature of the analysis.
Aside fromthe factthatthisscaling yields similarestimates
of the minimumgenomic deleterious mutationrateforspecies
from two differentphyla, the most strikingaspect of these
results is their qualitative consistency with recent estimates
of the minimumtotal genomic mutationrate per cell division.
Deriving estimates fromobservations at the molecular level,
Drake (1991) concluded that the minimum total number of
mutations is roughly constant in all DNA-based microbes,
-0.003 per haploid genome per cell division. More recent
estimates for flies, worms, and mammals yielded an average
estimate of approximately0.006 per effectivegenome (coding DNA), which was not significantlydifferentfrom the
estimate for microbes (Drake et al. 1998). This estimate,
which does not include transposition events, is only about
50% greaterthan our average minimumestimate of the haploid genomic deleterious mutation rate per cell division in
worms and flies (0.004). There is a clear need for additional
informationof this kind on a diversity of organisms with
well-known mutationalproperties,as approximateconstancy
of the genomic deleterious mutation rate per cell division
would provide a powerful basis for indirectlyinferringthe
mutational pressure operating on organisms with diverse
modes of reproduction.

genomic deleterious mutationrate is frequentlyon the order
of 0.1 to 1.0 per individual per generation in multicellular
eukaryotes and that the average homozygous and heterozygous effects of such mutations are typically less than 5%.
Although none of the empirical analyses that we have presented are entirelywithoutproblems, it seems unlikely that
theirqualitative agreementhas arisen purelyby chance. However, there seem to be legitimate reasons for concern that
some of the conflictingconclusions obtained recentlyby distribution-basedanalyses may have resulted from violations
of the assumptions of the models. The fact that E. coli, C.
elegans, and A. thaliana appear to have lower genomic deleterious mutationrates than early estimates fromDrosophila
does not provide compelling evidence that the Drosophila
results are flawed. Rather,there are plausible biological reasons forexpectingthe genomic mutationratesin these species
to be lower than that in D. mnelanogaster.If this view is
correct, then U > 0.6 can be expected for some organisms
with larger genome sizes and longer generation times than
Drosophila, a point to which we will returnbelow.
This being said, it is clear thatthereis still substantialneed
for additional work on the properties of spontaneous deleterious mutations.The validity of any such studies will continue to be subject to methodological scrutinyregardingthe
extentto which the controlpopulation remains evolutionarily
stable. Because the magnitude of change observed in mutation-accumulation lines is often fairly small, even minor
evolutionary changes in a control can lead to major interpretativedifficulties.The maintenance of a large population
as a controldoes not guaranteeevolutionarystability.Indeed,
the larger the control population, the more likely it is to
accumulate rarebeneficialmutations.For geneticallyvariable
base populations that have been moved from the field to a
laboratory setting,there will generally be substantial opportunityfor evolutionary adaptation to the novel environment,
and even for populations that have long been adapted to
laboratory life, there is still a possibility of fixationof new
beneficial mutations,as well illustratedby the long-termevolution experiments of Lenski and colleagues (Lenski et al.
1991; Lenski and Travisano 1994). In addition, control populations kept in an active reproductive state sometimes run
a risk of contaminationby outside immigrantsor by members
of the parallel mutation-accumulationlines. The only way to
eliminate these types of problems is to maintain the control
in an evolutionarily inert state-seeds for plants or frozen
embryos for animals. Even controls of this type are subject
to the possibility thatthe storage process is mutagenic. However, provided the mutagenic properties of storage are not
progressive, so that the performanceof rejuvenated individuals remains constant in time, this is not a serious concern.
When extended to experimental lines, the storage of individuals can also greatly enhance the statistical power of a
mutation-accumulationexperiment because individuals experiencing varying numbers of generations of mutation accumulation can be evaluated side by side in a common environment.
The Distribution of Mutational Effects.-Given the nuAND FUTURE RESEARCH
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
merous assumptions underlyingthe distribution-basedmethIn summary,a broad array of independent data on a di- ods of analysis introduced by Keightley (1994, 1996) and
versity of organisms is compatible with the view that the Garcia-Dorado (1997), it is clear that these methods need to
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be subjected to stringentsensitivityanalyses before being
widely adapted. A simple way to evaluate the power of distribution-based approaches would be to apply them to datasets such as those in Figure 1, where each genotype is
known to contain exactly one mutationwhose small effects
on fitnessare known to a fairlyhigh degree of accuracy. A
key issue is whetherdistance-based approaches will recover
U = 1 with such idealized datasets, underthe otherwiseusual
assumptions of the models. To the extent that the technical
issues of bias and sensitivitycan be dealt with adequately,
therewill still be a clear need fornew ML and MD algorithms
that take into account multigenerationalsurveys. All current
applications have been restricted to a single (usually, the
final) assay, therebyignoring a substantial amount of data.
The computational demands of such methods will be very
high,but recentprogressin this area suggests thattheincrease
in statistical power may be substantial (P. Keightley, pers.
comm.).
Alternative means of empirically establishing the distribution of mutational effectsare clearly desirable. One possible approach is to performa set of mutation-accumulation
experimentswith lines of differenteffectivesizes, while allowing for selection. Because the upper limitto the selection
coefficientthat is vulnerable to random genetic driftis proportional to 1/N, the smaller the effectivesize of a line, the
larger the fractionof new mutationsthat will be impervious
to selection. To our knowledge, only one experimentof this
sorthas been attempted.In addition to theirstandardprotocol
of takingflylines throughbottlenecksof single males, Mukai
et al. (1972) maintained lines at a tenfoldhigherdensity.The
absence of a density effect in these experiments provides
furthersupport for the existence of a common class of mutations with small deleterious effects.Furtherexperimentsof
this nature with a properly designed control would provide
a directtest of the hypothesisthatsmall populations are subject to progressive mutational deterioration (Lynch et al.
1993, 1995a,b; Lande 1994; Schultz and Lynch 1997) and
would help reveal the critical population size beyond which
mutational degradation is unlikely, an issue of considerable
importanceto conservation biology.
By theirvery nature,mutationswith small effectsare difficult to study. However, as noted in Figure 1, microbial
systems such as E. coli and S. cerevisiae provide powerful
approaches to estimatingthe selection coefficientsassociated
withmutationswithsmall effects.By use of a microtiterplate
reading system,highlyaccurate growthcurves can be rapidly
acquired for numerous replicates of large numbers of lines
(Blanchard et al., unpubl.), and with appropriate markers,
mutantlines can be competed directlyagainst theirnonmutant
ancestors. Both approaches offer the opportunityto detect
mutations with selection coefficientsas small as 0.001, and
with an appropriate degree of replication, smaller than that.
A central issue that needs to be evaluated is the extentto
which the directionalityand distributionof mutationaleffects
depends upon thepremutationalphenotype.This question lies
at the heart of the two alternative evolutionary models that
have been suggested for quantitativetraits-the continuumof-alleles model of Kimura (1965), Lande (1975), and Lynch
and Hill (1986) assumes that the effects of new mutations
are symmetricallydistributedaround the effectsof theiran-
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cestral alleles, whereas the house-of-cards model of Bulmer
(1972) and Turelli (1984) and the finite-allelesmodel of Zeng
and Cockerham (1991) assume thatthe distributionof mutant
alleles is independent of the premutationalstate. Under the
formermodel, mutationdoes not constrainthe possible range
of phenotypicvariation in a species, whereas under the latter
model, extreme genotypes tend to mutate back toward the
centerof the range of variation.Given thecentralsignificance
of these two alternativeviews of the spectrumof the quantitative effects of mutation, it is remarkable that there are
essentially no data bearing on the matter.Insight could be
acquired by performingmutation-accumulationexperiments
on genotypesthathave been derived fromnaturalpopulations
with differentmean phenotypes.
The Effectof GenerationLength.-The qualitative analyses
presentedabove suggest thepossibilitythattheper generation
rate of polygenic mutation scales at least crudely with generation time. If so, we might expect to see this patternreflectedin the mutationalvariance parametersh2...and/orCV77,.
We tested this possibility by using the Houle et al. (1996)
dataset on these parameters, supplemented with the more
recent estimates (summarized for Drosophila in Table 1, and
for other species, available on request). Applying analysis of
covariance, with traitclass as a classification variable, to the
grouping2 of Houle et al. (1996), where the median estimates
for each trait type within species are analyzed, we find a
significantcorrelation between generation time (P < 0.012)
and h2... (Fig. 2). A very similar relationshiparises regardless
of whetherall of the existing data are combined or whether
the analysis is confined to life-historytraits. Although the
data are limitedto only a few species and thereis considerable
scatter in the relationship, h22,,does not appear to scale linearly withgenerationtime,but withapproximatelythe square
root of the latter(the slope on a log scale being 0.45 ? 0.17).
Arrivingat a mechanistic interpretationforthis patternis not
because mutationalheritabilitiesare not just
straightforward
functionsof the mutationrate, but of the average effectsof
mutations and of the environmentalcomponent of variance
as well. Changes in both a2,, and a2E may be involved, as
the average species-specific values of CV,, are also positively
associated with generation time (with regression slope 0.27
? 0.13; P = 0.036), whereas CVE is negatively correlated
with generation time, although not quite significantly(P =
0.08).
It is possible that generation time is not a fundamental
causal mechanism of the mutationrate, but is simply highly
correlated with one or more variables that do directlyinfluence the mutationrate. Roughly speaking, species withlonger
generationtimes can be expected to have greaternumbersof
germlinecell divisions, so if mutationsarise primarilyduring
periods of cell division, this could explain in part the pattern
in Figure 2. The idea that the genomic mutation rate per
generation scales with the number of cell divisions is supported by the analyses of Drake et al. (1998), which suggest
that the number of mutations per effectivegenome per cell
division is approximately constant across a diversityof eukaryotic species, and by the observation thatthe human male
mutationrate per generationincreases with the age of reproduction (Crow 1993b). However, it is clear thatcell division
number per generation is not the sole determinantof the
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genomic mutation rate. For example, the mutation rate per
locus in humans appears to be substantiallyless than thatin
mice and flies,on a per generation,per cell division, and per
year basis (Drost and Lee 1995).
A simple way to test for a direct role of generation time
in the determinationof U is to performparallel mutationaccumulation experiments with an iteroparous organism,
propagatingdifferentsets of lines at differentparental ages.
If the per generationmutationrate scales with absolute time,
then after a fixed amount of time has elapsed, the total
amounts of mutationaldivergence and decline should be approximatelyequivalent among all sets of lines regardless of
their age of propagation. In addition, if the generation time
hypothesisis qualitatively correct,thenorganisms withmuch
shortergenerationtimes than worms and Arabidopsis should
exhibit lower estimates of U,,,is,and perhaps lower estimates
of h2111.
Yeast is an obvious candidate for such a study. The
converse should hold for organisms with longer generation
times, and given the potential implications of spontaneous
deleterious mutationforour own species (below), a vertebrate
model systemsuch as the mouse or zebrafishwould be logical
candidates.
EnvironmentalDependence of Mutational Effects.-A central concern with the results of all mutation-accumulation

experimentsis the extentto which the results depend on the
assay environment.Most such experiments employ benign
conditions (optimal temperatures,unlimited resources, and
low densities of individuals) during both the mutation-accumulation and assay phases. However, a number of recent
studies with Drosophila have shown that fitness effects of
spontaneous mutations are stronglyenvironmentallydependent and have pronounced genotype X environmentinteractions (Kondrashov and Houle 1994; Fry et al. 1996, 1999;
Fernandez and Lopez-Fanjul 1997; Wayne and Mackay
1998). None of these studies has revealed a class of mutations
that is deleterious in one environmentand beneficial in another,but the possibility remains thatmutationsthat are deleterious in one environmentmay be effectivelyneutral in
others.
In addition, it is uncertainwhetherit is primarilythe number of expressed mutationsor the distributionof theirfitness
effectsthatis altered in a harsherassay environment.In yeast
(S. cerevisiae), a substantial amount is known about the molecular response to extreme conditions, and it appears that
the majority of genes are downregulated during stress response, while a minorityof genes are induced by stress(Rtiis
and Schtiller 1995). For example, heat shock reduces the
levels of more than 300 of 500 proteins observed and leads
to the induction of about 80 proteins(Miller et al. 1982). For
well-characterized systems like this, it may be possible to
achieve a mechanistic understandingof the environmental
dependence of mutational parameters.
Elucidation of these issues is central to our understanding
of the relevance of spontaneous deleterious mutationfor the
viabilityof populations. If the effectsof individual mutations
are magnified in harsher environments,then laboratory experimentsperformedin benign environmentsmay exaggerate
the population-level consequences of deleterious mutations
because it is only mutationswith relativelysmall effectsthat
are likely to accumulate by random genetic drift.However,
if the actual number of mutations that influence fitness is
magnified in a harsh environment,with the distributionof
effectsremaining the same, then laboratory assays will typically underestimatethe threatof mutations for wild populations.
Epistasis.-Finally, we note that the extent to which deleterious mutations act independentlyversus epistatically is
a critical area for futureresearch. The fate and populationlevel consequences of mutantalleles can depend stronglyon
their interactiveeffects.For example, when mutationshave
independent effectson fitness,the equilibrium mean fitness
of an effectivelyinfinitepopulation is eU (Kimura and Maruyama 1966; Crow 1970), but with synergisticepistasis (fitness declines at an accelerating rate withincreasing numbers
of mutation)the mean fitnessof a sexual population increases
above e-U, whereas with diminishing-returnsepistasis the
opposite occurs (Charlesworth 1990). In contrast,the mean
fitnessof an infiniteasexual population is independentof the
form of epistasis. Under the belief that mutations are likely
to interactsynergistically,this has led to the suggestion that
sexual reproductionmay prevail in higherorganismsbecause
it results in the maintenance of a lower mutationload (Kondrashov 1982, 1988, 1994; Charlesworth 1990). However,
the generalityof this argumentbreaks down in finitepopu-
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nations except in the unlikely situation in which mutations
have constantsingle-locus effects(Lynch et al. 1993; Butcher
1995; Schultz and Lynch 1997). Because the magnitude of
the selection coefficientthat maximizes the rate of fitness
loss in a finitepopulation is approximately1/(2Ne),thedegree
to which epistasis alters the vulnerabilityof a population to
mutationdepends on the extentto which cumulative epistasis
modifies the density of mutationswith selection coefficients
in the vicinity of 1/(2Ne).
Although furthertheoreticalwork on these issues will continue to be illuminating,the issue of whetherepistatic interactions even exist among mildly deleterious mutations will
only be resolved by close empirical scrutiny.Most of the
theoretical emphasis on synergisticepistasis was motivated
by Mukai's (1969) demonstrationof an accelerating decline
of fitnesswith increasing numbers of mutations,despite the
fact that this result was based on a plot of only seven nonindependent datapoints, and despite the fact that subsequent
studies with the same species (Ohnishi 1977a,b) failed to
make the same observation. A few other studies have led to
the suggestion that epistatic interactionsamong deleterious
mutations are synergistic(Malmberg 1977; Chao 1988; de
Visser et al. 1996), but still other analyses have pointed to
either a complete absence of epistasis or to the presence of
a diversityof epistatic interactions(including synergisticand
between various pairs of mutantalleles
diminishing-returns)
(de Visser et al. 1997a,b; Elena and Lenski 1997).
A significantlimitation of many of these studies is the
reliance on thetemporalpatternof fitnessdecline in mutationaccumulation lines as an indicator of the cumulative pattern
of epistatic effects. In principle, any such pattern can be
biased by the operation of selection during the mutationaccumulation phase, by a change in mutation rate over the
course of the experiment(due, e.g., to a change in metabolic
activity) or by the saturationof mutationalhotspots (such as
microsatellitearrayswith phenotypiceffects).An increase in
the rate of transposition with increasing copy number of
transposable elements (Nuzhdin et al. 1996; Pasyukova et al.
1998) can result in a misleading appearance of synergistic
epistasis. These kinds of interpretativedifficultiescan be
avoided entirelyby performinggenetic analyses on crosses
between mutant and control lines. With haploid lines, for
example, greater similarityof the F1 fitness to the control
implies synergisticepistasis, whereas greatersimilarityto the
mutantline implies diminishing-returns
epistasis.
MUTATION

ACCUMULATION

IN HUMANS

Nearly 50 years ago, Muller (1950) suggested that mildly
deleterious mutations occur much more frequentlythan lethals, thatthe genomic mutationrate forhumans is probably
greatly in excess of that for flies, and that modern technological and medical innovations have encouraged the accumulation of mutations that otherwise would be purged in a
harsher environment.He went on to warn that as a consequence of such mutational buildup, the time and effortnecessary to counteract the effectsof our mountinggenetic afflictionsis expected to increase. Crow (1993a,b, 1997) and
Kondrashov (1995) have also called attentionto the fact that
mutations are almost certainlynow accumulating in the hu-
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man population more rapidly than theyare being eliminated.
If our genomic mutationrate is increasing as a consequence
of the physical and chemical alterationsof the environment,
as seems likely, then the situation is exacerbated.
Based on limited information,Muller (1950) surmisedthat
the human mutationrate to deleterious alleles is on the order
of 0.1 to 2.0 per genome. There is still a great deal of uncertaintyover these estimates, but modern molecular data
suggest that the actual number could be higher.As pointed
out by Crow (1993b, 1997) and Kondrashov (1995), the total
human mutationrate must be at least 100 per individual per
generation. This can be easily seen by noting that: (1) the
human diploid genome contains approximately 6.6 X 109
nucleotides, (2) the mutation rate per site is approximately
2.4 X 10-9 per year, based on observed rates of nucleotide
substitutionsper synonymoussite in protein-codinggenes in
mammals (this is a downwardly biased estimate because it
does not take into account codon bias or other types of mutations such as insertions and deletions); and (3) the generation time forhumans is approximately20 years. Multiplying
these threenumberstogether,we obtain a downwardlybiased
estimate of the genomic mutationrate of 317. Much of the
DNA in the human genome may be entirelydispensable, and
argumentspresented in Kondrashov (1995) suggest thatthis
fractionmay be as large as 90%, whereas Drake et al. (1998)
suggest a fraction of 97.5%. Taking the latter as a conservative estimate, as well as the fact that about 85% of mutations in functionalDNA in animals are subject to purifying
selection (Lynch and Blanchard 1998), then the deleterious
mutationrate in humans is suggested to be on the order of
seven per genome per generation.
Another simple argumentfor the human genomic deleterious mutationrate being substantiallyin excess of that for
invertebratesis the fact thatthe numberof coding genes per
genome is substantiallyinflatedin vertebratesdue to the two
polyploidization events that preceded the divergence of the
major vertebratelineages (Lundin 1993; Holland et al. 1994)
as well as to subsequent tandem duplications. On the order
of 50% of all gene duplicates in mammals appear to have
been preserved (Nadeau and Sankoff 1997), and theyare not
simply redundantin function,as most gene duplicates have
evolved unique patterns of tissue-specific expression. Although the mutationrate per locus per generationin humans
appears to be about 60% of that in Drosophila (Drost and
Lee 1995), the mammalian genome contains about 4.5 times
as many protein-coding genes. Thus, genome size considerations alone suggest thatthe genomic deleterious mutation
rate in humans is probably at least double that in flies.
A thirdway to estimate the genomic deleterious mutation
rate in humans is to adhere to the supposition of Drake et
al. (1998) that the mutationrate per effectivegenome is approximatelyconstant in metazoans on a per cell division basis. The results we cited above for Drosophila and Caenorhabditis suggest a minimum deleterious mutation rate per
haploid genome per cell division of about 0.004. Thus, because there are an average of approximately 200 germline
cell divisions per generationin humans (Drost and Lee 1995),
these estimates extrapolate to a minimum of about 1.6 deleterious mutationsper human diploid genome per generation
(ignoring the increase in genome size).
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As noted above, in the absence of selection, the asymptotic
rate of accumulation of mutational load in a population is
equal to the product of the genomic mutationrate and half
the average homozygotic effectof a mutation.The numbers
are very rough, but if we take U = 2 and E(a) = -0.02 to
be conservative estimates of these quantities, the potential
per generation buildup of mutational damage in humans is
approximately 4%. The magnitude by which the realized
damage will be less than 4% is a functionof the efficiency
of selection against new mutations.In societies living under
more harsh conditions, deleterious mutation accumulation
may be minimal,but nations with very modernmedical practices may be asymptoticallyapproaching the maximum rate.
If this is the case, we may expect to see substantial decline
in the general vigor of our population within a time frame
of a dozen generations or so. Obvious candidate characters
for monitoringinclude problems with visual acuity, tooth
all of which
alignment,child-birthdifficulties,and infertility,
historically must have been subject to strong selection, but
which are now greatlymodified by medical intervention.
We conclude thatMuller's (1950) concern withmutational
buildup in the human population is legitimate. A generation
ago, the major threatto the survival of our species appeared
to be nuclear war and today we are preoccupied with the
potential consequences of global warming and other aspects
of environmentaldeterioration.There is some hope that environmentalproblems can be ameliorated by technological
change, but the social and practical obstacles to reducing our
load of mutations are enormous. Even if society eventually
adopts widespread policies of genetic counseling and/ormodification,such procedures hardlyseem applicable to our most
common pool of mutations-those with very minor individual effects.Improved medical and technological procedures
may transformthe selective landscape such thatthe negative
consequences of deleterious mutations are reduced to near
insignificance,but the price of increased societal investment
in such procedures may not be trivial.
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